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AB.STRACT ,:

The
Government
has
int~X'oduced an
aviation
cost
recovery policy plan to recover the costs of aviation

facilities and
Gover'IDllent .'

sex'vices provided by

the Commonwealth

The Government ',s decision on cost recovery followed
exten.sive con,sultations with industry and unions and
we.Ie derived Ex'om the commercially-based stz'ategy
under'lying the Report of the Independent Inquiz'Y into
Aviation Cost Recover'y chaiI'€~d by Mr" Henry Bosch"
This paper' outlines procedures and issues addressed by

the Department in developing a plan for implementation
the
Bosch
recommendations
and details
the
Government's current aviation cost z.'ecovezy policy"
of

The ,stz.ategy for putting the provision of aviation
sex'vices on a pI'oper commeIcial basis involves three
principal element,s,~

a commitment that the Depaxtment of Aviation will
continue to impx'ove its productivity and contain
i t.s co.sts;
the development of a commercial and more equitable
chargingsystem;
the acceptance by Government that some facilities
have been pr'Ovided in the past without xegar'd to
financiai'
consequences
and
in
excess
of
requirements .'
The new chaz'ging azx'angement,s involve the application
of
landing
charges
to
all
airlines
and
an
international enx'Oute charge" These charges aI'e based
dix'ectly on aircraft weight and frequency of movement
which coI'relate with the co,st of using facilities.
The char'ges enable a mar'e equi table approach to cost
recovery than the old cost allocation system which was
discredited by the Bosch Inquix'g"
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1.

INTRODUCTION

On 30 May 1986 the Minister for Aviation, Mr Peter Morris,
announced the adoption by Government of an aviation cost
recovery policy plan to apply from 1 July 1986 for the use
of aviation facilities and services provided by the Federal
Government.
In announcing the adoption of this plan MI:' Morris said the
Government's aviation cost recovery policy established a
basis for achieving, over time, full cost recovery from the
aviation industry and for reducing the subsidy provided by
taxpayers which was estimated to cost almost $160m in
1985/86.

The Government's decisions followed extensive consultation
with industry and unions and were derived from the
commerciaUy-based strategy underlying the Report of the
Independent Inquiry into Aviation cost Recovery chaired by
Mr Henry Bosch.
This papel' outlines the history of aviation cost recovery
policy and the backgr'ound to the development of the
Governments new cost recovelY pol icy plan. The papeI' also
outlines developments in implementation of the plan since
its intI'oduction in July last year"
2..

2,,1

BACKGROUND

Role of Department of Aviation

In very broad terms the Department of Aviation is charged
with the development and implementation of national aviation
policies, plans and progr'ams, involving:
opel'ational standards and procedures fo:1:' the safe
oper'ation of aircraft;
planning, provision and operation of airport and
airway facilities;
investigation of aircraft accidents and incidents
and the promotion of measures for the improvement
of air safety;
provision of advice to the Government on aviation
policy; and
research into matters affecting civil aviation.
Its mix of operational I'egulatory and advisoIY
responsibilities makes the Department in many respects a
unique organisation in the public sector" While the
Department is the regulatory authority for the industry it
is also directly involved, in effect as part of the
industIY, in the provision and operation of airport and
airways infrastIucture.
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The costs incurred by the Commonwealth in providing,
maintaining and operating the airport and airways
infrastructure are considered attributable for cost
recovery purposes. Those costs (and revenues) which relate
to the Department's regulatory and/or policy functions were
excluded from the infrastructuI'e cost recovery exercise.

In 1985/86 the total attributable costs were $498m and
total staff employed by the Department as at 30 June 1986
numbered 9884.
During 1985/86 there were 439 GoveI'nment Ol:" licensed
aerodromes used by civil aviation in Australia. Sixty nine
were owned by the Commonwealth, inclUding eleven military
aez:'odromes, and one aerodrome was used primar'ily for civil
training pUlposes. Seventeen of these aerodr'omes are
scheduled for transfer' to the Federal Aizports Cozporation
from 1 July 1987.
The remaining 370 aerodr'omes az'e owned eithet' pr'ivately or
by local authorities and about 2 74 of those oper'ated by
local authorities I'eceive financial assistance from the
commonwealth under the Aerodz:'ome Local Ownership Plan"
2.2

Development of Cost Recovery Policy

F:t'om its inception aviation was regaz'ded as an "infant"
industry which had to be nurtured by the Commonwealth, by
way of subsidies and assistance, if it was to survive and
play its role in the Australian transpozt system.
Accordingly, apazt from I'ental paid to the commonwealth for
premises and sites leased on its aerodromes, the aviation
industry was not requi,red to contribute to the cost of
providing, maintaining and operating airpoI'ts and aizways
facilities until 1947.
The Ail:' Navigation Act was amended during 194'7 to author'ise
the tlimposition of char'ges and conditions foz' the use af
ael'adromes, air I'outes and airway facilities and other
selvices established, maintained and operated by the
commanwealth fl and air navigation chaz'ges wer'e fir'st imposed
in August of that year' by regulation under the Act. At that
time the chaI'ges wel'e designed to z'ecavez' approximately 30%
of the assessed facility operating costs of 1.28 million
pounds.
Although accounts were rendered requlal'ly to the air'lines,
the pl'ivate air'lines I'efused to pay the ait' navigation
chazges on the grounds that they wez'e excessive and in any
case not validly imposed.
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The Commonwealth commenced legal action to recover the
char'ges in 1948. The matter came before the High Court in
Februa<y 1950 but was subsequently adjourned (part heard)
when discussions between the government and the aviation

industI:y, on a range of matters resulted in the Civil
Aviation Agreement 1952 between the commonwealth and
Australian National Airlines. Among other things, the
Agreement provided the conditions of settlement for the
outstanding air navigation cha:r'ges: by reducing the charges
by 2/3rds retrospectively to the date of their introduction:
setting futuJ:'e char'ges at 1/2 the rate which previously
applied; and pz'oviding that the scale of charges would not
be increased in the 15 year pex'iod of the agreement, except
to the extent that an increase became necessa~y because of
the provision of additional or improved facilities or
se~vices or because of higher costs of maintaining and
ope~'ating existing facilities and services"
The Gove<nment also put the legality of charging air
navigation cha~ges beyond doubt by enacting the Air
Navigation (Charges) Act 1952 in December 1952. At that
time Government policy statements did not indicate the
Gove~nmentls intentions in relation to the level of aviation
costs to be recovered from the indust~y" Air Navigation
Charges were f1:t"st increased in 1957 by 10% and have been
I'evised regularly since that time, usually in the BUdget
context.
By 1961 the Gove<nment had adopted the policy of ultimate
full recove<y of costs properly attributable to aviation.
This policy was given expr'ession in Clause 8 of the Second
Schedule of the Airlines Agreements Act 1952-1961 which also
limited the level of incr'eases which could be imposed on air
navigation charges and fuel tax ..
The next main development occuz'%'ed in May 1969 when the
Minister for Civil Aviation appointed a working group
comprising r'epresentatives from his Depar'tment, Tr'easury
and the international and domestic aiz'lines. Its pu:r:pose
was to examine Commonwealth civil aviation costs to
determine the amounts applicable to thediffe:r:'ent categories
of airports and facilities and as faJ:" as possible to
identify these amounts against users of the facilities. The
Working Group reported in May 1971 and its findings provided
a basis for' the identification of attributed costs and
revenues associated with the determination of cost recove~y
levels.
In 19'73/'74 the Government made two major' statements on cost
recovery in its BUdget speech. The Government indicated
that it "proposed to increase the rate of the recovery of
the costs of civil aviation to 80 peI' cent within five
year's" and also that it had "adopted a policy of recover'ing
the full economic costs of airport terminals fr'om
occupants tl .
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Al though two subsequent studies considered a number' of cost
recovery issues (ie The Bur'eau of Tr'ansport Economics'
repo:r:::t on Cost Recovery in Austr'alian Tr'ansport (1977) and
the General Aviation study (1981») no substantial action was
taken to address the continued under-z:'ecovery of aviation
costs until 1983,
On 21 october 1983 the then Minister fOI:' Aviation, the
Hon Kim C Beazley MP, announced the establishment and terms
of r'efez'ence of the Independent Inquiry into Aviation Cost
Recovery. The Independent Inquiry's r'eport was publicly
released on 20 December 1984.,

The Inquizy conside:red that a policy of full recovery of
costs, within 10 years, was essential if the objectives of
financial discipline and economic efficiency were to be
achieved in the provision of aviation facilities and
services. The Inquiry concluded that there was no chance of
achieving 100 per cent cost recovery under the then existing
arrangements which, if r'etained, would continue to inflict a
heavy·buz'den on the general taxpayer"
On 14 August 1985, following wide consultation with
industry I staff associations and othez' interested
individuals and organisations, the Minister for Aviation,
the Hon Peter MO:l:'r'is MP, announced that the Government had
agr'eed to the adoption of the Bosch str'ategy and to a set of
major cost recovery principles which underlie the Report.
The Minister' also stated that the strategy and principles
together would serve as a framework for the development of a
detailed aviation cost recovery implementation plan"
The
Department of Aviation was dir'ected to develop a plan in
consultation with industz:y and unions for; consideration by
Government in early 1986.
3.

OUTLDlE OF PREVIOUS l:QST ALLOCATION AND CHARGING
ARRANGEMENTS

Under' the pZ"evious system for levying air navigation chaz'ges
(ANes) separ'ate charging arrangements applied
airline and fOl'eign registez:'ed chartez: opez:'atol's
paid charges on the basis of the product of
aircI'aft weight and a "route or zone factor ll (Which
was loosely based on distance flown) for each
flight undertaken
Australian z:'egister'ed cOnmluters and othez:' GA
operators paid a fixed annual charge based on
the weight of the aircraft and its category of
ope:r'ation (ie private, aez:'ial work or charte:t") .
Remissions wer'e given to certain histoZ:'ical
aiz:craft, agr'icul tural air'craft and aiz:'craft which
wer'e not based at commonwealth owned or assisted
aer'odromes
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foreiqn l:'eqistered GA airc:t'aft paid a weekly
chax"qe based on the aircraft weight and length of

stay in Australia ..
The rates of charges were also set at differ'snt levels fa I'
each of the different sectors of the industry, i" e.,
international air'lines, domestic trunk airlines, regional
aix'lines, and general aviation (including commuters)" This

ultimately resulted in the situation where an international
ail'line would pay considerably less than an Australian
airline for the same flight using similar aircI:'aft"
The level of charges which was set by the Government fo:I'
each sector' was influenced by the amount of costs and

revenues which had been allocated to that sector. The
resultant level of cost recovery was then used to determine
the scope for increases in charges fol:' each sector"
Since 19'74/'75 the allocation principles pl:'ovided for costs
(and l:'evenues) which could be said to be identified with a
particular sector to be al10cated to that sector. Where
costs (and revenues) could not be clearly allocated in whole
Ol:' part to a specific sector, the principles developed to
allocate on the basis of an assessment of the level of
usage, using a variety of traffic indicators.. In a number
of cases this involved a jUdqement as to how much use a
par~icular sector made of a particular facility weighing
factors (indices) were determined for each route, or group
of routes, flown by each sector and were related to the time
and resources employed byaircl:'aft whilst within l:'elevant
controlled airspace, flight information region, or' at a
particular location. Indices were mUltiplied by the number
of ail:'craft movements in each sector over' the r'oute or
location concerned. The products were then added and costs
allocated to each sectOl:' according to their propor~ion of
total weighted movements.
This" allocation method resulted in an increasing proportion
of total attributable costs being allocated to the general
aviation sector" In 1975/76 GA was allocated 30% of costs.
This had increased to 44% in 1983/84 and, consequently,
despite increases in charges for the GA sector, bl:'oadly in
line with increases in overall costs, the level of recovezy
for the GA sector had fallen" On the other hand the
allocation principles indicated that the international
sector had been ove:I'-recovered for this entire period and
there had been no increases in charges forthissectoI:' since
1976" Similarly the qomestic trunk sector had reached full
recovez:y by 1983/84 and the scope foz:' further incr'eases in
charges was therefore limited ..
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4.

4.1

FINDINGS OF BOSCH INQUIRY

Bosch criticisms of Previous Arrangements

The Boach Inquixy found the present system was seriously
defective and unpopular"
The Inquiry considered that the previous arrangements did
not promote economic efficiency, were arbitrary, and
inconsistent with commercial pz'actice" The Inquiry found
specifically that
the allocation of about 44 per cent of all
infrastructu::t:'e costs to the small commuter airlines
and to GA, the least sophisticated users of
services and facilities and the least able to pay,
was not defensible
the charges did not relate to the costs of sel:vices
used" Overall they were less than average cost and
in many cases facilities were available at little
or no matginal cost to users with consequent
distortion of demand" In particularly as commuter
and GA aircraft paid annual ANCs the chat'ge to them
for using any individual facility ot' service was
zet'o
cet'tain ait'craft operatot's paid fixed annual
charges but made little or no use of Departmental
facilities and services and were thus unfairly
treated in compat'ison with other's using those
facilities frequently
competition was distorted when different industry
sectors were charged on different bases
the system of.. charging and allocating costs
provided no rational basis on which decisions could
be made about chaz'ging or providing new facilities
or services, or assessing the viability of those
already in existence. In pat'ticular massive swns
had been committed to the establishment of new
airports and extending existing facilities without
adequate regard to financial consequences.
4.2

Beach Strategy foI:' Full Recovery

The Inquiry considered that the mest effective way of
controlling costs would be by the development of an improved
system of planning that would involve more closely those who
will use and pay fat' facilities. At the same time the
Inquiry felt that p:cicing should be made more efficient and
equitable by the introduction of a system under which users
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meet at least those costs that are identifiable to them
alone, and other costs are recovered in a way that does not
unnecessarily deter usage of the infrastructure" The
Inquiry considered that this would reduce the bur'den of
charges on operators who make little demand an Government
facilities.
The Inquiry recommended full recovery on the grounds that if
sez:vices are: provided by goveJ:nments on a semi-commercial
basis, there is a need to exert financial discipline on both
the suppliers, to minimise costs, and the users, to
rationalise demand. The Inquiry also considered that
economically efficient allocation of resources can only be
encouraged by relating prices to the actual costs of
facilities provided ..
The Inquity I s stt'ateqy fot' aChieving full cost recovery was
based on three broad elements
increased Departmental efficiency and cost
reduction, particularly through increased
investment in airways technology
revenue increases associated with growth in
industry activity plus generation of additional
revenue from such sources as aviation fuel excise
aitport business concessions and airport rentals

l

deferr'al or' reduction of chat:'ges associated with
the provision of facilities or services which
cannot be justified on economic gr'ounds.
The Bosch str'ateqy envisaged charges being set on the
following commer'cial basis:
all user's should pay at least the direct costs
imposed by their usage;
recovery of costs over and above direct costs
should be based on demand fat" facilities and should
avoid unnecessarily deterring usage of facilities;
revenues should be applied as far as possible to
match specific costs but flexibility should be
maintained in the treatment of nan-aet:'onautical
revenues including as an offset to system overhead
costs.
I
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A summary of the specific principles proposed in the Boach
Report
allocating costs and setting charges is at
Appendixfol:'
L
The Boach Report also recommended that the Department of
Aviation should be requix'ed to develop a master plan, foI'
introduction in the 1985-86 financial yeaI:', fOl:' Phasing in
full cost recovery over a ten year' period.
5.

COST RECOVERY D1PLE!IEIlTATION PLAN

5" 1

Level of Charges

As indicated eal'lie:r', the Government I s adoption of the Beach
stI"ategy was announced in August 1985 and the GoveI'nment I s
cost I'ecovery pOlicy plan to implement this strategy was
introquced on 1 JUly 1986 following extensive consUltation

with industry and unions.

As part of the plan new rates of charges we:re introduced fol:'
all airline ail'craft and aerial work or charter aircraft
weighinq in excess of 25,000 kq. The new char'ges ar'e:

(i)

Landing Charges

Type of Charge

Charge Per 1000 kg
Per Landing

Airport Facility
- Commonwealth Aixport
- ALOP Airport

$ 4.00
$ 2.00

Terminal Navigation
(Where Px'ovided)

$ 2.30

Rescue and
Fire Fighting
(whex'e proVided)

$ 1.50

(a)

A minimum fee based on an air'ox'aft weight of 1500 kg
applies to all landings,

Cb)

Domestic aiZ"line ail'craft in excess of 45,000 kg. also
pay
an additional
15% on top of these chax'ges for all
landings
..

(c)

Aixline training flights pay only 25% of these
charges.
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( ii)

Inte%nationa1 En-route Cb.arge
This charge is payable by all international airline or
international charter aircraft and is determined by the
formula
r
$1. 80 x f x d x /V"
where I' = the charge
f
the factor' 1 for flights into Australia
and:
2 for' flights within Australia (since
the en-route charge is only collected on the
inward leg of the aircraft journey)

d = great circle distance flown in Australian
air'space expressed in hundreds of kilometres
W = maximum take off weight expressed in tonnes
(iii)

Gene%a1 Aviation Cb.arges

The Government also announced however that all general
aviation air'craft were to continue to pay the fixed annual
air navigation charges until 1 July 1987. During this
per'lad there would be 'dual-running' of both the existing
system and the proposed landing charges system fOl:' general
aviation.
This 'dual-tunning t proposal was put fotwat'd by the general
aviation associations during consultation on development of
the cost-recovery plan. The proposal was accepted by the
Govetnment to enable operatot's to assess the impact that
landing chaz'ges would have on them and to enable further
consultation between general aviation and the Department on
the most appr'opriate cost recovery and charging arrangements
to apply afte% 1 July 1987"
In addition the Gover'nment announced that, in view of the
significant increase in charges for supplementary airline
(SAL) operators a specia1 subsidy scheme of $2m had been
introduced to apply during 1986/87 under which a 50% subsidy
in landing charges wou1d apply to aB SAL aircraft. This
scheme was intended to ease the transition to the new
charging arI'angements for supplementary airline operators.
5.2

Relationship Between Costs and Revenues

In developing a new charging regime consistent with the
Boach principles it was necessary to specify costs
according to major functional groupings and to determine
which revenues should be offset against each ·cost group ..
The factors determining the approach proposed fot' each
categoIy were:
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(i)

Airport Facility Costs

costs are first offset by airport location revenues which
are directly I'elated to costs incurred at that airport (eg"
on-saleef electI'icity to ai:z:port tenants)"
To the gr'eatest extent practicable landing charges are then
imposed to recover z:'emaininq costs with the charge based on
air'c::z:'aft weight to cover at least the diz'ect costs of using

an airport.

(ii)

Terminals

Terminal I'evenues (rents etc.) al'e first offset against

terminal costs, with the remaining costs incorporated as
part of aiz:port facility costs and recovered via landing
charges.

(iii)

Airport Related Airways

These costs al'e ::t:'ecQver'ed from users at those locations
where air traffic control facilities are pI'ovided. The
charge, termed 'terMinal navigation', applies to movements
at these locations and seeks to recover at least the direct
costs allocated to particular' user groups (defined on the
basis of aircraft weight) .
In this context aircraft weight
is a reasonable pr'oxy for the type of terMinal navigation
facilities requited. The charge does not apply when the
facility is not available.

(iv)

En-route Navigation Facilities

Fuel excise is curr'ently primary means of r'ecovery of these
costs" Ther'e are a number' of r'easons foz' this.. Firstly
there az'e considet'able difficulties in measuring use of enroute facilities and allocating costs to users.. Secondly
fuel excise collections are related to distance flown and
ait'craft type.. These factors are also important in the way
en-route costs arise" Recovery through this means is highly
cost effective.
While most civil aiz'craft use the en-r'oute system in one
form or another not all air'craft operating in Australia pay
fuel excise.. Specifically aircraft operating
internationally ar'e exempt. With the termination of Air
Navigation Charges, international oper'ators would have no
longer been making any payment to en-route, costs.. To
overcome this, aircr'aft which ar'e exempt from fuel excise
levied an en-r'oute charge on the basis indicated above.

(v)

Rescue and Fire Fighting Services

These costs are .recover'ed fr'om the user's at those locations
where the service is provided.
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The charge is based on aircraft weight, and applied in the
same way as ai~port or airway landing charges, on the
grounds that there is a close relationship between the type
of aircraft using particular ports and the consequent RFFS
facilities provided. This charge also does not apply during
the hours when the service is not available.
(vi)

Syst... OVerhead Costs

These are costs which cannot be objectively allocated to
locations or to specific user's .. Under' the Bosch strategy
they are I'eeaver'ad on the basis of demand for facilities and
capacity to pay.
In line with the Boach approach, business concession
revenues (oval:' and above costs that might be incurred in
earning this I'avenue) and Departure Tax a:re offset against
system overhead costs. In additicn, any recover'ies from
other' charges and fuel excise in excess of direct costs are
also applied as an offset against system overhead costs.
5.3

Impact of New Charging System

Prior to the introduction of the new charging system
analysis of the impact of the new uniform charging system
was done using movement data for' the first six months of
1985/86 and on the basis that, for 1985/86, ';he new r'egime
would yield the same overall revenue as exj~tinq
arrangements. The new ar'rangements would alter the
distribution of recover'ies however', and the impact by sector
for 1985/86 was estimated as folloWS:
International airlines* and geneJ:'al aviation would have
paid approximately the same (* after adjustment fox'
international overrecoveries)
Domestic Trunk airlines would have paid some 10% less
Regional and commuter airlines would have paid
significantly more.
Revenue collections for the first six months of 1986/87 have
laI~ely confiI~ed this analysis, although the impact on
commuter operator's has been significantly reduced by the
subsidy ar'ranqements outlined in section 5.1. The impact on
the trunk operators has also been more pronounced because of
the additional 15% payable for domestic airline aircraft
over 45 000 kg.
5" 4

Departmental Initiatives to Reduce Costs

consistent with the first ar1ll of the Bosch strategy for full
recovery the Department is currently puz:'suinq a program of
expenditure reduction with the objective of reducing the
costs of attI'ibutable Departmental opez:'ations in real
ter~s ..
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This program was introduced in December 1983 and dUJ:'inq
1983/84 significant savings were achieved in a range of
administrative items, ahead of the introduction of global

financial targeting for salaries and administrative
expendi tUI'e"
The global tarqettinq appr'oach 1 introduced as a th:z::'ee year
plan with effect from 1984/85, required that the Department
achieve a 2% real reduction per annum in costs attributed to
the Aviation industxy for cost I'ecovery purposes, over the
next 3 years.. As at April 198'7, it appears that results for
the thr'ee year's will be somewhat better than the targets.
In the face of industry growth estimated at over 20% (in
terms of passenger movements over' the period), this I'eaul t
indicates a remarkable productivity improvement.

Savings to the BUdget though this regime, compal:'ed to an
assumption of annual funding of 'same real level' are
estimated to be in the order of $44M to date. To this could
be added the non capital costs of maj Ol:' new investment
initiatives (satellite hire charges and new computel:' system)
totalling in excess of $18M, which have been funded without
resort to additional budget assistance"
Thl:'ouqh this financial tar'getting discipline, the actual
number of staff employed in the Department has been r'educed
by more than 13% between Mar'ch 1983 and March 1987.
5.5

Other Issues

other issues addressed by the Department in developing the
Cost Recovery implementation plan were:
(i)

over-provision of Facilities

No adjustment has been made at this stage to the
attributable cost base~ to J:'eflect facilities or services
which might be deemed to be in excess of requirements. In
r-espect.of the two specific instances cited by Bosch New
Brisbane is not to come on stream until 198'7/88 and charges
for Essendon have been set well below the cost of that
facility. An industry consultative Committee has been
established to consider' these matters further' and
discussions have continued during 1986/87.
(ii)

··International Over'-Recoveries

The previous cost and revenue allocation arl:'angements had
the effect of showing the international sector as being
over'-recove;r'ed for' a number of years" In 1980 the then

Government announced that international sector' overrecoveries after 1980/81 would be credited against future
deficits"
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The ,:Bosch

Inqui~,examined

recommendation

~s ~t

this'lD.atter but made no

felt the matter "was outside its Terms

of Reference. IDhe Committee did indicate that they
consider'ad the previous allocation system on which the

claims of overprovision were:based was inaccurate and
inadequate and there was no basis for such claims. ,However,
representations from the International Air Tra~port

Associa~i-on, internat'ional
sought ~n,early resolution

aiI'lines ,and foreign -governments
to the matter and"~he Government
agree.dthatthematter shoUld be cons,ider-ed:in the Boach

implementation:context"

AccorC.'inqly, consistent with the 198QAS.l ':commitment, it was
agreed by the Government that international sector past
over-recoveries identified pI'ior to the ,intr'oduction of the

new arrangements be offset against internatIonal en-route
chu'ges.

In 1986/87 it is estimated that some $15m will be

offset against the costs which have been attributed to the
provision of enroute· services for international .opeI:'ator's"
6

IMPACT Olf COST RECOVERY

A number of factors have combined tostibstant'ially i'11creas:e
the estimated rate of recovery in 1986/87. These factors
are

the Govetnment's decision to

±n~duce

new charges

from 1 July 1986 which we%'e around 20% higher in

aggregate than the pr'evious charges

siqnificant increases in the level of fuel excise
to offset falls in Import Parity Prices fo%' crude
oil. This:had the dual benefit of substantially

incz'easinq the rate of cost recovery while ',still
allowing overall reductions in fuel 'prices to
aviation users at that time
the Government's decision to attribute Departure
Tax for' cost recovery purposes :from "~ July 1986,
revenue from this Tax was previously treated as
general tax revenue unrelated to aviation cost
recovery
increases in industry activity in

1986/87~

Indust%y '9r!1wth ,and tile cincr.ease Jin ,chargesctl<>ge:t:he%" ,a"'e
estimated 'to li'ft "Cost recovery :llrom ,'68% 'in "1985/86 to 75.%

in 1986/87. When the other' factors descr'ibed above are
inclUded 'the rate of cost recovery in 1986/87~sestimated

to be around 100%.
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6.1

Alternative Charging Proposal for General Aviation

the' period of dual, runninq of the two aystems; of'
charges for general aviation the Minister fatt Avia~, and:

During:

the Departlllent received numerous representations: from
member's" of the general aviation industry con-eerned' w-ith- the

perceived complexity on the proposed' system of charqea and
their eotential imeact on the safety of' -=t1ons:.,

A Separate ChaIqes Safety Workinq Group established by the
Minister has also found that the practices that would
probably be taken by GA operators to avoid chaIqes would
make theiI' operations potentially unsafe and would also
place at z'isk other ait'space user's.

It should also be I'ecognised that while GA aircI'aft
repr'esent some 85% of all air'craft operating in Australia

they currently only pay some Sllm per annum in' air
naviqation charges. This represents less than: 6%, of total
air nav·iqation chaIqes and it is simply not ",ost effectiveo
to spend larqe amounts of money on developinq a system to

recoId all of the Xandings (estimated to exceed 1,200,000
peI' annum) undertaken by the 6500 odd GA aircraft at over
340 aerodI'omes which aI'e funded by the Commonwealth.
Many GA opez'ators have proposed the introduction of a fuel
excise sUr'chamqe to x'eeover costs fr'om GA. This suggestion

is considere~ by the DepaItment to have considerable merit
as it would involve no additional costs for collection and
is much more closely %'elated to ai:r:"c%'aft usaqe than the

cUI'rent fixed chu'ginq arranqements.
This; a:l:ternati've l!>!"'posal wouXd in",orporate the use o'f: a
fuel excise sur~harqe on Avqas to recover the costs of
facilities pr'ovided for' general aviation aircr'aft at

aiI'Ports, other than the major airports owned by the Federal
AiIports Corporation (FAC). Avgas aircraft would also pay
landing charges if they choose to use the major airports
operated by the FAC (which, would not include the FAC
secondaries' SUch as Bankstown, Ar'cherfield, Moorabbin,

Jandakot, Parafield, Camden, cambridqe and Hoxton Park).
Under this pI'oposaJ. GA AvtUI aircraft would pay landing
charges at all airports on the same basis as airline
aircraft~

This p=posaJ. _
hen discussed with, getreraJ) aviation'
industIy organisations who have all indicated their support
for this alteInatiYe to landinq charges and the curI'ent
fixed annual ANCs"
Government.

The matter is now being considered by
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FDRTIIER ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION

In discussion with industry on implementation of the Beach
strategy aqz'eement was reached that there should be ongoing
consultation to furtheJ:' develop a numbel' of issues which
could not be addressed in the available time.. These issues
included;
appropr'iate basis for' valuation of assets

treatment of ALOP capital costs in response to Boach
findings that cur'rent treatment of these costs was
anomalous
congestion chalging at Sydney (KSA)
allocation of Departmental costs to individual
locations to the maximum extent possible
relationship between the costs and I'evenues of the
Department and the FAC

qonsideration of a cost allocation and charqinq

structur'e for enr'oute facilities.

As alleady indicated howevel' consultation in 1986/87 has
concentr'ated on the question of overprovision as well as
a basis for chalging GA aftel' 1 July 1987. Majol' work has
also been undertaken on identification and valuation of
Departmental assets.

Consideration of the other issues above is continuing and
these matters will be further discussed with indust:z:y in the
future.
8.

CONCLUSION

The'cost recove~y strategy which was developed by the Bosch
Inquiry and which is now being implemented by the Government
represents a watershed in the administration of aviation
pOlicy in Australia. The provision and operation of
aviation facilities is, for the first time, being placed on
a proper commercial basis, and reflects the same commer'cial
pI"icinq pz"inciples used by airlines and othe:z:' operators who
use the aviation infz:astructure provided by the
Commonwealth.
The adoption of the Bpsch strategy is also consistent with
the two othel:' major Government initiatives aimed at placing
the provision of aviation facilities and services on a more
commez'cial basis
the establishment of the Federal Aizports Cozporation
(FAC) as a statutolY authority, initially to take
contI'ol of 17 airpoz,ts curz'ently administer'ed by the
Depaztment of Aviation
the announcement of the in-pI'inciple decision to CI'eate
a Civil Aviation Cozpol'ation .
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DF ;VIAIION
APPENDIX

BOSCH PRINCIPLES FOR COST ALLOCATION AND CHARGING

i)

The Department should define appropriate cost centres
at specific locations or on a wider basis for cost
recovery purposes.

ii)

The direct costs of facilities and services should be
identified for each cost centre.

iii) User groups should be identified on the basis of
aircraft weight
iv)

Direct costs should be allocated on an incremental
basis (i.e. on the basis of additional costs incurred
to service that group alone) in such a way that less
sophisticated user groups are not allocated more costs
than would be incurred if the facilities and services
in question were provided solely for their use"

v)

Because joint and overhead costs are not the clear
responsibility of any particular user group,
fleXibility should be maintained in allocating those
costs.. An important consideration in allocating these
costs and setting charges will be to avoid
unnecessar ily deterr ing usage of facil i ties"

vi}

For each user category, movement charges to recover
airport and airway costs should be based on a standard
unit weight charge, say 1000 kilograms, for the
expected volume of aircraft traffic in that category.
Charges should be set in advance for a designated
period to enable operators to base their commercial
decisions on firm price information.

vii} For administrative simplicity, costs should be
allocated and charg~s set as an average where numbers
of facilities have similar cost and use patterns.
viii)

Aviation fuel excise would be an appropriate
mechanism to reCOver airways costs.

ix)

While the Government would be justified in seeking to
reCOver not more than the direct costs of some
locations where industry demand is low, it should
seek contributions towards systems costs from other
centres where that is warranted by high levels of
industry activity.

xl

Airports receiving substantial revenue from
commercial activities should be able to make
substantial contributions to recovering system costs
either directly or indirectly by returns which the
Commonwealth should seek from the operating surpluses

of the NAA (FAC) ..
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xi)

Charges should be set, as far as possible, according

to the costs of and demand for particular facilities
and services and not on average system costs.
xii}

Surcharges on aircraft movement charges should be
adopted as a means of dealing with congestion at busy
airports.
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